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A collection of stories and essays by the award-winning author of Dark Emu, showcasing his shimmering genius across a
lifetime of work. This volume of Bruce Pascoe’s best and most celebrated stories and essays, collected here for the first
time, traverses his long career and explores his enduring fascination with Australia’s landscape, culture and history.
Featuring new fiction alongside Pascoe’s most revered and thought-provoking nonfiction – including from his modern
classic Dark Emu – Salt distils the intellect, passion and virtuosity of his work. It’s time all Australians know the range
and depth of this most marvellous of our writers. ‘Salt demonstrates why Bruce Pascoe’s voice is important to the
country.’ —Kim Scott ‘A paradigm shift ... a wonderful expanse of thinking and storytelling ... In prose that is funny in one
moment and devastating the next, Pascoe moves us from wry humour [to] the deep sadness that follows the wonder of
discovering a history of richness and fullness deliberately obscured.’ —Marie Matteson, Readings
In rund 650 Porträts stellt dieses Lexikon englischsprachige Autorinnen und Autoren vom frühen Mittelalter bis zur
unmittelbaren Gegenwart vor. Über den bekannten Kanon hinaus präsentiert das Lexikon sehr viele Autorinnen und
Autoren aus dem globalen Einzugsbereich der "New English Literatures" sowie Autorinnen und Autoren aus neuester
Zeit.
Storymen explores the converging world views of senior Ngarinyin lawman Bungal (David) Mowaljarlai and acclaimed
author Tim Winton.
"This guide contains an introduction to the new course, plus exam tips, comprehensive summary and discussion of each
text in the Advanced English course, including Area of Study and Advanced English Modules, a list of key issues to
consider in each chapter related to the relevant syllabus area, helpful advice on how to read different types of texts and
plot outlines, character discussion and interpretations."--Publisher description.
What are the classic works of Australian literature? And what can they tell us about ourselves and the land we live in?
Providing a selected overview of Australia's greatest literature, Australian Classics is an accessible companion to our
literature and a story of writing in Australia from the nineteenth century to the present. Australian Classics celebrates
many of the country's beloved novels, poems, short stories, children's books and seminal works of non-fiction. It also
contains contributions on their favourite Australian books from many distinguished writers and readers, including Helen
Garner, Les Murray and Tim Winton. Australian Classics is an impassioned and inspiring feast of the great writing that
makes exalted readers of us all and a testament to the wide-ranging and remarkable literature of this continent
Ein aufwühlender, so brutaler wie zärtlicher Roman über einen jungen Mann auf der Suche nach seinem Leben. Jaxie
Clackton hat Angst, nach Hause zu gehen, seit seine Mutter gestorben ist. Sein Vater bedeutet für ihn nur Ärger und
Gewalt, und am liebsten wäre es ihm, wenn er auch tot wäre – dummerweise hat dem Jungen noch keiner gesagt, dass
man mit seinen Wünschen vorsichtig sein soll. Mit 15 Jahren ist Jaxie nun allein auf der Welt, in einem öden Kaff in
Westaustralien, und wahrscheinlich glaubt ihm keiner, dass er seinen Vater nicht selbst umgebracht hat. Also läuft er
davon, weg von den Menschen, immer Richtung Norden, direkt hinein in die heiße, wasserlose Salzwüste, eine tödliche
Gefahr für jeden, der sich dort nicht auskennt. Eine Tour, die nur Träumer und Gejagte wagen. Mitten im Nirgendwo, am
Ende seiner Kräfte stößt Jaxie auf einen einsamen alten Mann in einer verlassenen Schäferhütte, und obwohl sein Leben
von ihm abhängt, weiß er nicht, ob er ihm trauen kann ...
A sprawling stage adaptation of Tim Winton's enormously successful novel of the same name. A huge success at the
1998 Sydney and Perth festival, the story follows the fluctuating fortune of two families who inhabit a rambling old house
in Perth. Both the novel and stage adaptation have proven to be major works and have each left an indelible mark on the
Australian arts scene (3 acts, 20 men, 13 women, extras).
The Soaring Pilot's Manual advances the reader from elementary flying to confident soaring by clearly and precisely
explaining the basic soaring mechanisms and techniques. Explanatory diagrams illustrate the text throughout, making a
complicated subject simple to understand. Having covered the first steps, the book progresses to cross-country flying and
the final section contains exercises that will be found useful for any glider pilot wishing to improve his ability and
qualifications. The latest technology, such as GPS navigation and instrument systems is covered. Well illustrated with
over 300 black & white line drawings.
In The Fiction of Tim Winton, Lyn McCredden explores the work of a major Australian author who bridges the
literary–popular divide. Tim Winton has won the Miles Franklin Literary Award a record four times and has twice been
shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize. His novels and short stories are widely studied in schools and universities, and have
been lauded by critics both in Australia and internationally. Unusually for an Australian literary author, he is also one of
the country’s most enduringly popular writers: Cloudstreet was voted “Australia’s favourite book” in a poll conducted by
the ABC, his books regularly appear on bestseller lists, and his stories have been adapted for the stage, television,
cinema and opera. In this wide-ranging study of Winton’s work and career, McCredden considers how Winton has
sustained a strong mainstream following while exploring complex themes and moving between genres. Attending to both
secular and sacred frames of reference, she considers his treatment of class, gender, place, landscape and belonging,
and shows how a compassion for human falling and redemption permeates his work. She demonstrates how his
engagement with these recurring ideas has deepened and changed over time, and how he has moved between – and
challenged – the categories of the “popular” and the “literary”.
The most respected, authoritative study guide on Cloudstreet is written by Roie Thomas who is a classroom teacher of
senior English and Literature and whose doctoral thesis is on Tim Winton's writings.
Das zornige Meer, die rote Wüste, die unbarmherzige Natur – dafür ist der australische Schriftsteller Tim Winton
berühmt, in seinen Geschichten ist der Mensch immer auch ein Ausgesetzter. In seinem neuen Roman erzählt er die
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Geschichte eines ehemaligen Umweltaktivisten, dessen Dasein gescheitert ist und der, gerade als er zu verzweifeln
droht, eine neue Aufgabe für sich und vielleicht auch wieder Sinn und Hoffnung für sein Leben findet. Tom Keely hat
mehr als nur eine Midlife-Crisis: Einst bekannter und überzeugter Umweltaktivist, hat er nun, mit Mitte vierzig, durch
einen Skandal seinen Job verloren, nebenbei seine Ehe zerstört und will mit der Welt nichts mehr zu tun haben. Alkohol
und Tabletten helfen ihm zu vergessen, was schiefgelaufen ist. Er lebt in einem Apartmenthochhaus in Fremantle, einer
schäbigen Hafenstadt in der Nähe von Perth, Westaustralien, und dort sieht er täglich vor seiner Haustür, was Gier und
Korruption im großen und Gewaltverbrechen und Drogenhandel im kleinen Maßstab aus der Stadt und seinem Land
gemacht haben. Als plötzlich Gemma Buck, eine alte Bekannte aus seiner Kindheit, in das Hochhaus einzieht, wird Tom
aus seiner Abwärtsspirale gerissen; vor allem Gemmas sechsjähriger Enkel Kai, ein hochsensibler, verstörter Junge, den
Gemma aufzieht, weil seine Mutter im Gefängnis sitzt, weckt Gefühle und Kräfte in Tom, die er längst verloren glaubte.
Um jeden Preis versucht er, Gemma und Kai vor weiteren Katastrophen in ihrem prekären Leben zu beschützen. Und es
scheint, als könnte diese merkwürdige kleine Familie entgegen aller Erwartung alte Wunden heilen und das Leben
wieder lebenswert machen ...
How are masculinities enacted in Australian theatre? How do Australian playwrights depict masculinities in the present
and the past, in the bush and on the beach, in the city and in the suburbs? How do Australian plays dramatise gender
issues like father-son relations, romance and intimacy, violence and bullying, mateship and homosexuality, race relations
between men, and men's experiences of war and migration?Men at Play explores theatre's role in presenting and
contesting images of masculinity in Australia. It ranges from often-produced plays of the 1950s to successful
contemporary plays – from Dick Diamond's Reedy River, Ray Lawler's Summer of the Seventeenth Doll, Richard
Beynon's The Shifting Heart and Alan Seymour's The One Day of the Year to David Williamson's Sons of Cain, Richard
Barrett's The Heartbreak Kid, Gordon Graham's The Boys and Nick Enright's Blackrock. The book looks at plays as they
are produced in the theatre and masculinity as it is enacted on the stage. It is written in an accessible style for students
and teachers in drama at university and senior high school. The book's contribution to contemporary debates about
masculinity will also interest scholars in gender, race and sexuality studies, literary studies and Australian history.
Ours As We Play It takes a close look at several contemporary Australian productions of three Shakespeare plays;
exploring masculinity and madness in Hamlet, the role of landscape and the multiple roles of Rosalind in As You Like It,
and hierarchies of gender and social order re-imagined in relation to Australian understandings of power in A Midsummer
Night's Dream.
Playing Australia explores the insights and challenges that Australian theatre can offer the international theatre
community. Collectively, the essays in this book ask what Australian drama is, has been, and might be, both to
Australians and non-Australians, when it is performed in national and international arenas. Playing Australia ranges
widely in its discussions and includes analysis of Australian practitioners playing away from home; playing with Australian
stereotypes; and the relationship between play, culture, politics and national identity. Topics addressed in this diverse
collection include: whiteness, otherness and negotiations of Aboriginal and Asian identities; Australian school and college
drama; the discourse of Australian professional theatre magazines: Aboriginal Shakespeare; Australian drama and
Australian cricket; the marketing of Australianness in Germany; the international successes of Tap Dogs and Cloudstreet.
New histories of Australian theatre are offered and practitioners whose careers are reconsidered in detail include high
wire-walker Ella Zuila, playwright May Holt, suffrage worker and playwright Inez Bensusan, classicist Gilbert Murray, and
commercial playwright Haddon Chambers. With contributions from authors as diverse as Guardian theatre critic Michael
Billington and leading post-colonial critic Helen Gilbert, and interview discussion with Cate Blanchett and Tap Dogs
producer Wayne Harrison, Playing Australia seeks to pay tribute to the complexities of Australian theatre experiences, to
reassess Australian theatre as a significant force in the international arena and to challenge traditional thinking on what
Australian theatre can be.
Exploring Suburbia is the first book-length study of suburbia in Australian literature; it addresses a long-neglected and
underexamined area within Australian literature and analyzes novels by some of Australia's most important writers from a new
perspective, in addition to examining novels previously neglected by critics. This book provides new insights and perspectives on
fourteen Australian novels, several of which are canonical works that have been analyzed extensively by other scholars. This
study will lead to a reassessment of the novels and authors under discussion and prompt further research into suburbia in
Australian literature. It demonstrates that that the authors who have explored suburbia since 1961 have already moved Australian
literature in a new direction, away from the traditional focus on the bush and the city, demonstrating that the literal and theoretical
space between the city and the bush contains the most interesting and important engagements with contemporary Australian
culture. Exploring Suburbia is an important addition for collections in literature. It will also be an excellent textbook for professors
teaching courses on space and culture in literature. It will also, of course, be an essential read for courses in Australian and
international literature.
Cambridge Checkpoints VCE Text Guides are an invaluable digital resource for all students of senior English. This guide for Area
of Study 1 will help you develop the confidence you need to write essays throughout the year, and to build your skills in reading
and responding in readiness for the end of year exam. Cambridge Checkpoints VCE Text Guides for Area of Study 1 offer you: ;
Detailed character analysis ; Discussion of themes, ideas and values ; A focus on the language features and conventions of your
text ; Revision questions ; Sample topics ; Practice essays and essay writing tips ; Comprehensive reference lists
"A generous watery epic...Winton is just one of the best." --Independent Cloudstreet -- a broken-down house of former glories on
the wrong side of the tracks, a place teeming with memoires of its own, a place of shudders and shadows and spirits. From
separate catastrophes, two families flee to the city and find themselves sharing this great sighing structure and beginning their
lives again from scratch. Together they roister and rankle in a house that begins as a roof over their heads and becomes a home
for their hearts. In this fresh, funny novel, full of wonder and dreams, Tim Winton weaves the threads of lifetimes, of twenty years
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of shouting and fighting, laughing and grafting, into a story about acceptance and belonging.
For over fifty years, the Dublin Theatre Festival has been one of Ireland's most important cultural events, bringing countless new
Irish plays to the world stage, while introducing Irish audiences to the most important international theatre companies and artists.
With contributions from leading scholars and practitioners, Interactions explores and celebrates the Festival's achievements since
1957 featuring essays on major Irish writers, directors and theatre companies, as well as the impact of visiting directors and
companies from abroad. This book includes specially commissioned memoirs from past organizers and observers of the Festival,
offering a unique perspective on the controversies and successes that have marked the event's history. An especially valuable
feature of the volume, also, is a complete listing of the shows that have appeared at the Festival from 1957 to 2008.
Cloudstreet is Tim Winton's Miles Franklin award-winning masterpiece. With an introduction by Philip Hensher. Will you look at us
by the river! The whole restless mob of us on spread blankets in the dreamy briny sunshine skylarking and chiacking about for one
day, one clear, clean, sweet day in a good world in the midst of our living. No. 1 Cloudstreet: a broken-down house on the wrong
side of the tracks, a place teeming with memories, with shudders and shadows and spirits. From separate catastrophes, two
families – the Pickles and Lambs – flee to the city and find themselves thrown together, forced to start their lives afresh. As they
roister and rankle, the place that began as a roof over their heads becomes a home for their hearts. Winner of Australia's
prestigious Miles Franklin Award, Cloudstreet is Tim Winton's great family drama, a twenty-year story of life and love, full of
boisterous energy, joy and heartbreak. His visceral evocation of the Australian landscape is nowhere more extraordinary than in
this classic.
Auf der Suche nach dem ultimativen Kick Sonne, Meer und Weite – für einen Surfer ist das nicht genug. Er braucht die große, die
immer größere Welle. Bruce Pike ist in seinem Leben viele Wellen geritten, er weiß um die Faszination und die Tücken dieses
Sports. Dabei fing alles so harmlos an, in seinem kleinen Kaff an der Westküste Australiens: Als Kind tauchte er mit seinem
Freund Loonie um die Wette, es ging darum, so lange wie möglich den Atem anzuhalten. Bald entdeckten sie gemeinsam das
Surfen – und forderten immer waghalsiger den Tod heraus ...
For Colm Toíbín and Carmen Callil there is no difference between literary and commercial writing - there is only the good novel:
engrossing, inspirational, compelling. In their selection of the best 200 novels written since 1950, the editors make a case for the
best and the best-loved works and argue why each should be considered a modern classic. Enlightening, often unexpected and
always engaging this tour through the world of fiction is full of surprises, forgotten masterpieces and a valuable guide to what to
read next. Authors in the collection include Agatha Christie, Georgette Heyer, Daphne du Maurier, Patrick Hamilton, Carson
McCullers, J. D. Salinger, Bernard Malamud; Flannery O'Connor, Mulk Raj Anand, Raymond Chandler, L. P. Hartley, Amos
Tutuola, Sylvia Townsend Warner, Samuel Beckett, Patricia Highsmith, Chinua Achebe, Isak Dineson, Alan Sillitoe, Ivy ComptonBurnett, Grace Paley, Harper Lee, Olivia Manning and Mordecai Richler.
An amusing anthology of Australian cooking by some of our most popular writers.
In recent years, Australian literature has experienced a revival of interest both domestically and internationally. The increasing
prominence of work by writers like Christos Tsiolkas, heightened through television and film adaptation, as well as the award of
major international prizes to writers like Richard Flanagan, and the development of new, high-profile prizes like the Stella Prize,
have all reinvigorated interest in Australian literature both at home and abroad. This Companion emerges as a part of that
reinvigoration, considering anew the history and development of Australian literature and its key themes, as well as tracing the
transition of the field through those critical debates. It considers works of Australian literature on their own terms, as well as
positioning them in their critical and historical context and their ethical and interactive position in the public and private spheres.
With an emphasis on literature’s responsibilities, this book claims Australian literary studies as a field uniquely positioned to
expose the ways in which literature engages with, produces and is produced by its context, provoking a critical re-evaluation of the
concept of the relationship between national literatures, cultures, and histories, and the social function of literary texts.
Cloudstreet by Tim WintonPascal PressCloudstreetPicador ClassicPan Macmillan
The great Australian novel is now one of our finest television miniseries. Twenty years after its publication, Australia's favourite
novel has finally come to life on the screen. Adapted for television by Tim Winton and Ellen Fontana, Cloudstreet is a
rambunctious saga of haunting, loving and letting go. This companion to the miniseries includes the complete shooting script, an
essay by producer Greg Haddrick on the process of adaptation, and scores of evocative photographs from the production.
Nick Enright (1950-2003) was one of Australia¿s most significant and successful playwrights. As a writer, director, actor and
teacher he influenced theatre in Australia for thirty years. Enright wrote more than fifty plays for the stage, film, television and
radio, translated and adapted more, and taught acting to students in varied settings, both in Australia and the United States. His
writing repertoire included comedy, social realism, farce, fantasy and the musical. In addition to his prodigious contribution to all of
these genres, he was a passionate advocate for the actor and the theatre in contemporary society. In this volume Anne Pender
and Susan Lever present a set of essays and recollections about Nick Enright¿s work for students, teachers and scholars. The
book offers a comprehensive study of Enright¿s writing for theatre, film and television. Scholars, acting teachers and theatre
directors have contributed to this work each illuminating an aspect of Enright¿s remarkable career. The discussions cover
interpretations of Enright¿s scripts and productions, detailed analysis of his directing style, substantial background and analysis of
his writing for musicals, as well as accounts of his specific approach to acting and to adaptation across genres. The essays and
recollections included in this book will inspire theatre practitioners as well as scholars. Most importantly, this book will inform and
enlighten students and teachers both at high school and university about an exceptional career in the theatre.
This book focuses on the issues of space, culture and identity in recent Australian fiction. It discusses the work of 15 authors to
show that, in Australia, the meaning of “country” remains critical and cultural belonging is still a difficult process. Interrogating the
definition of Australia as a “post-colonial nation” and its underlying extension from Britain, it applies Nicolas Bourriaud’s concept
of the Radicant to examine Australian writing beyond the “post” of “post-colonialism”. The book shows that some authors are
engaged in writing about the country and the time in which they live, but that they also share common critical views on the
definition of multiculturalism, the belonging to place, and integration in the nation. The volume suggests that theories of cultural
hybridism presented as a decolonising methodology in fact dissolve singularity in the same way that globalisation creates
standardisation. It argues that 21st century Australian fiction depicts the subject as a radicant and that Australian culture
constitutes a mobile entity unconnected to any soil.
A profound, funny and uplifting collection of reminiscences about a life in books, now available in a smaller, competitively priced
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As an art form that is utterly dependent on its own spatiality, theatre has a major contribution to make to contemporary
debates about space and place. In this book, Australian academics explore the nexus between place and performance in
practices ranging from mainstream theatre to site specific performance.
The global rise of festival culture and experience has taken over that which used to merely be events. The Cambridge
Companion to International Theatre Festivals provides an up-to-date, contextualized account of the worldwide reach and
impact of the 'festivalization' of culture. It introduces new methodologies for the study of the global network of theatre
production using digital humanities, raises questions about how alternative origin stories might impact the study of
festivals, investigates the festivalized production of space in the world's 'Festival Cities', and re-examines the social role
and cultural work of twenty-first-century theatre, performance, and multi-arts festivals. With chapters on festivals in Africa,
Asia, Australia, the Arab world, the francophone world, Europe, North America, and Latin America it analyses festivals as
sites of intercultural negotiation and exchange.
Eikeli. Orig.tit.: Cloudstreet. ISBN 82-588-1182-7 Romanen utspiller seg i Cloud Street, Perth, Australia, og i det gamle
for- falne huset har to familier bodd siden like etter den annen verdenskrig. Begge familiene bærer med seg tragiske
historier, og de har flyttet til landet for å starte på nytt. Familiene er ulike, men etter hvert gjør fellesskapet i huset noe
med dem. Huset blir noe mer enn tak over hodet, det blir et hjem for dem.
After the Celebration explores Australian fiction from 1989 to 2007, after Australia's bicentenary to the end of the Howard
government. In this literary history, Ken Gelder and Paul Salzman combine close attention to Australian novels with a
vivid depiction of their contexts: cultural, social, political, historical, national and transnational. From crime fiction to the
postmodern colonial novel, from Australian grunge to 'rural apocalypse fiction', from the Asian diasporic novel to the
action blockbuster, Gelder and Salzman show how Australian novelists such as Frank Moorhouse, Elizabeth Jolley, Peter
Carey, Kim Scott, Steven Carroll, Kate Grenville, Tim Winton, Alexis Wright and many others have used their work to
chart our position in the world. The literary controversies over history, identity, feminism and gatekeeping are read
against the politics of the day. Provocative and compelling, After the Celebration captures the key themes and issues in
Australian fiction: where we have been and what we have become.
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